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Abstract: Biometric systems for automated identification of an individual rely on 

behavioral or physiological variables linked with the individual. Biometric 

systems function in two modes: verification and identification. In the verification 

mode, a claimed identity is either denied or accepted, and in the identification 

mode, the identity of an unknown person is described. Multibiometric systems are 

used to establish an individual's identification by combining information supplied 

by several biometric sensors, samples, units, algorithms, or features. 

Multibiometric is an interesting and exciting research topic. It is used to identify 

people to improve security. Therefore, these systems are intended to prevent 

spoofing, facilitate continuous monitoring, enhance population coverage, and 

provide fault tolerance to biometric applications. This study proposes an 

identification system for the individual based on the ear and tongue pattern. 

Convolution Neural Network (CNN) extracts the essential features from the input 

images. This system is robust to noise, brightness variations and insensitive to 

rotation variation. The proposed method consists of four main stages (i.e., pre-

processing, fusion, feature extraction, and finally, classification stage). The 

proposed method was tested on real datasets and achieved an average accuracy of 

99.72% for all datasets. 
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1.  Introduction 

Biometric identification technology has been introduced thereby utilizing the 

behavioral or physical traits to identity a person [1]. Physiological biometrics 

include facial [2], hand and hand vein [3], odor, ear [4], fingerprint [5], retina [6], 

and DNA [7], while behavioral biometrics include gait [8], keystroke [9], 

signature [10] as shown in Figure 1. Any human behavioral or physiological trait 

can serve as a biometric characteristic so long as it satisfies the following 

requirements [11]: 

1. Universality: Each individual should have the feature. 

2. Distinctiveness: Any two individuals should be different. 

3. Permanence: The feature should be sufficiently invariant. 

4. Collectability: The feature should be quantitatively measurable. 

 

 
Figure 1: Classification of Biometric traits 

 

However, for a practical biometric system (i.e., a system that employs biometrics 

for personal classification), other characteristics can be considered such as 

acceptability, circumvention, and performance [12]. Most importantly, a practical 

system must meet resource requirements, speed, and accuracy [13]. 

Different biometric characteristics are used in various applications. No single 

biometric can effectively meet the requirements of all applications, hence none is 

optimal. Each biometric has its strengths and weaknesses, and the choice of 

appropriate one is application-dependent [14]. Table 1 briefly compares biometric 

techniques based on measurements [15]. 

The ear is a new class of human biometric for identification with permanence and 

uniqueness. The ear has information-rich anatomical traits and is unaffected by 

ageing [16, 17]. Ear biometrics is convenient in collecting data compared to other 

technologies such as iris, fingerprint, and retina [18]. Moreover, tongue biometrics 

is a unique new biometric identification that cannot be easily forged because no 
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two tongues are similar [19]. The tongue is an individual vital organ well 

protected within the mouth and not affected by external factors [20]. The purpose 

of the proposed system is to investigate whether the combining of ear and tongue 

biometrics can attain higher performance that may not be likely using a single 

biometric indicator alone. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the 

multibiometric system. Section 3 presents a review of the previous studies. 

Section 4 presents the proposed method. Section 5 describes the various datasets 

that were used. Section 6 describes the use of datasets for evaluating the 

efficiency of the suggested algorithm, and Section 7 provides the conclusions 

drawn from this study. 

 

Table 1: Comparison of various biometric technologies 

Biometrics Univer

sality 

Uniquenes

s 

Performan

ce 

Collect

ability 

Accept

ability 

Face High Low Medium High High 

Fingerprint Medium High High Medium Medium 

Hand 

Geometry 

Medium Medium Medium High Medium 

Iris High High High Medium Low 

Odor High High High Low Low 

DNA High High High Low Low 

Ear Medium Medium High Medium High 

 

2. Review of Multibiometric System  

Biometric systems that depend on one source of information are called unimodal 

biometric systems, and they usually suffer from hacking or imposter attacks, low 

performance, and unacceptable error rates. The performance of the unimodal 

system is affected by non-universality and noisy sensor data [21]. To overcome 

these drawbacks, multimodal biometrics provide are used through a fusion of 

using two or more biometrics. 
 

2.1 Multibiometric Fusion Mechanisms  

Multimodal biometric systems provide the best recognition performance than 

systems based on a single biometric modality. The fusion technique is necessary 

and effective for combing information in the multimodal biometric system [22]. 

Biometric fusion occurs at different levels: (i) sensor level, (ii) feature level, (iii) 

score level, and (iv) decision level fusion. 

The sensor level is also known as image-level fusion (for image-based biometrics 

or data level fusion [23]). In this level, multiple samples are combined to form a 
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single sample. This type of fusion is applicable only if the multiple sources 

represent samples of the single biometric trait obtained either using a single sensor 

or different compatible sensors [24]. Feature level fusion is achieved by 

combining various feature sets extracted from multiple biometric sources [25]. 

The matching module compares the extracted feature set with the stored templates 

with the aid of a classifier or matching algorithm for giving matching scores [26]. 

While in the decision module, the matching scores are utilized either to verify a 

user’s identity or identify an enrolled user [27]. 
 

2.2 Multibiometric Categories 

Recognition systems using multimodal biometric traits can be designed to operate 

in one of the following integration scenarios, as shown in Figure 2: 

1. Multi-Sensor: Different sensors can capture the same biometrics or body 

parts. Information and combined them using the sensor level fusion 

technique [28]. 

2. Multi-Modal: Different sensors capture different biometric modalities or 

body parts from the same person, e.g., retinal and face, which demands 

other sensors. This category can be more expensive; due to it requests 

multiple sensors that sense various biometric traits [29]. 

3. Multi-Sample: Multiple samples of the same biometric are collected 

during the enrolment and recognition phases. For example, multiple face 

samples are taken from the same person [30]. 

4. Multi-Algorithmic: The same sensor is utilized, however, its output is 

supplied to proposed using multiple algorithms for matching and feature 

extraction [31]. 

5. Multi-Instance: The use of the same sensor for capturing several instances 

of the same biometric trait or the same body part. With different face poses 

or images [32]. 

 

 
Figure 2: Types of multibiometric recognition 
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3. Literature Review 

In this section, some of the previous works relevant to the multibiometric system 

are discussed below: 

 Darwish et al. (2009) [33], presented a multimodal biometric system for personal 

identification using face and ear. The proposed method segmented ear and face 

images followed by features extracting step based on Principal Component 

Analysis (PCA) algorithm called Eigenears and Eigenfaces. The proposed system 

was tested on several databases (such as the Massachusetts Institute of 

Technology (MIT) and the ORL dataset). The first dataset contains a collection of 

ear images and facial images from 40 individuals. At the same time, the second 

dataset is composed of 10 face images per 15 individuals. The overall recognition 

performance of the proposed system in terms of accuracy was 92.24%. 

Tayyaba et al. (2013) [34], proposed a novel ear identification system, where three 

modules (database, image processing, and identification) are employed. The 

system extracts useful information and removes noise from the input images by 

the image processing module. The processing module consists of different phases: 

image acquisition, image enhancement, grayscale conversion, segmentation, 

thresholding, thinning, and template matching. The training set consists of 24 ear 

images. Experimental results showed that the system produces 98% accuracy. 

 Kaur et al. (2015) [35], presented a biometrics system based on signature, speech, 

and tongue. The experimental results showed the accuracy of this system is 

88.75%, with 0.05% of FRR and with 0.06 % of FAR. 

Songze et al. (2016) [36], introduced a multimodal recognition method based on 

profile face and ear feature fusion. The proposed method was evaluated by using 

the Collection E database of the University of Notre Dame, it includes 464 images 

from 114 individuals, the result was the recognition rate of profile face was 

91.15%, the recognition rate of an ear was 93.81%, and the recognition rate of 

feature fusion was 99.12%.  

Ali and Mariam (2017) [37], proposed a hybrid human recognition system based 

on face, palm print and ear images. The system was tested using the Sc Face 

dataset, consisting of 1440 images from 60 individuals. The method achieved a 

97.4% recognition rate using face, ear, and palm fusion. 

Thivakaran et al. (2019) [38] proposed a multimodal biometric system for 

authenticating a person's by utilizing fingerprint and ear. The proposed method 

was evaluated using the CASIA database (fingerprint images) and IIT Delhi 

database (ear images), and their system gave 95.66% accuracy with features 

fusion of both ear and fingerprint while achieving 80.21% accuracy when used 

only ear biometric, and achieved 85.01% accuracy when utilized only the 

fingerprint biometric. 
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Adebayo et al. (2021) [39] proposed “A Design and Simulation of Ear and 

Tongue Based Biometrics for Attendance Management System”. PCA was used 

for feature extraction, and Self Organizing Feature Map was utilized to train and 

test the system. The performance of their proposed method was evaluated based 

on Equal Error Rate (EER) and recognition accuracy. The experimental results 

showed the accuracy of this system is 99.9%.  

 

4. Proposed Method  

The suggested system aims to identify persons by using multibiometric (ear and 

tongue prints). The presented system offers enough stability for rotation and 

brightness variations and provides a high accuracy rate. It consists of four stages: 

(i) pre-processing for enhancing and segmentation the extracted Region of 

Interesting (RoI), (ii) fusion, (iii) feature extraction, (iv) classification. Figure 3 

displays the layout of the suggested multibiometric system. Each module of the 

proposed method is described in the following subsections. 

 

 

Figure 3: The detailed structure of the proposed system 
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4.1  Processing Stage 

This stage aims to extract the ear/tongue region (RoI) from color images by 

applying many steps. Figure 4 presents the steps of the pre-processing stage for 

both ear and tongue images. These steps have been illustrated in our previous 

articles [40, 41] except the clipping step, which is utilized to allocate ear/tongue 

location in the resulted images and disregard background region; this is done by 

applying the clipping process; this process is done via making four detach scans 

(i.e., along with the four directions: up, down, right, & left) with a given width 

from the centre of every direction for capturing the first hit of a white pixel in it. 

After that, the locations of the four-hit points are utilized to determine the 

ear/tongue area coordinates. Figure 4 displays the resulting image after applying 

the clipping process.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(a) (b) (c) (d) 

Figure 4 :Clipping process; (a) Ear image, (b) After clipping, (c) Tongue 

image, (d) After clipping. 
 

4.2 Fusion Stage 

After extracting RoI from the two input images (i.e., ear and tongue), the fusion 

process was applied to concatenate the two images into one image. First, the size 

of the resulting image would be determined by Equation (1) and (2) [42]: 

                 eq(1) 

                     eq(2) 

where Nw and Nh represent the width and height of the merged image, 

respectively, and      and      represent the width of ear image and width of 

tongue image respectively.       and       stand for the height of the ear and 

tongue images, respectively, and max represents the maximum function. Then, the 
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extracted ear pattern was first added to the new image. After that, the extracted 

tongue print was added to it, for each of the images would be added to the new 

image with starting X, Y coordinates of 0. Figure 5 shows the resulting image 

after applying the fusion process. 

 

Figure 5: Merging process result; (a) Ear pattern Image, (b) 

Tongue print Image, (c) Resulting image after the merging 

 

4.3 Feature Extraction Stage 

Convolution Neural Network (CNN) is a popular deep learning algorithm used in 

many applications such as image classifications, image recognition, feature 

extraction, object detections, etc., [43]. CNN is a feedforward multi-layered 

network that consists of four layers: (i) convolution, (ii) activation, (iii) pooling, 

and (iv) fully connected [44], as shown in Figure 6.  CNN is used to extract the 

essential features from the input image. 

 

 

Figure 6: A general convolution neural network architecture 
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The resulted image from the previous steps (i.e., fusion stage) is converted to a 

greyscale image using Equation (3) [45]: 

        
 

 
                                                    

where Gr(x,y) is the grayscale image, and        ,           and           are 

pixel values of red, green, and blue channels, respectively. Figure 7 shows the 

result after the process of grey image preparation. 

After that many operation is applied to extract the essential feature from the grey 

image, and the operations are: (i) Convolutions, (ii) Non-linearity activation 

function, (iii) Pooling, and (iv) Feature selection. Firstly, the convolutional layer 

comprises a set of convolutional kernels used for the extraction of feature map 

from the input image [46]. In the convolution layer; the law's mask is applied to 

extract texture features and using one or more types of law's masks (e.g., level 

(LL), edge (EE), and spot (SS)), and it produces specific information with each 

combination of these masks [47]. The result of the convolution operation is called 

a feature map. 

Secondly, the activation layer is used as one of the activation functions to 

introduce the non-linearity into neural networks. This process is accomplished by 

applying the Relu activation function using the following equation [48]: 

             
                                                      

                                                               

  
eq(4) 

 

 

Figure 7: Grey Image Preparation; (a) Before, (b) After 

where          represents the output image after applied Relu activation function,  

           represents the image generated by a convolution operation. Also, x 

and y are the coordinates of the image. 
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Thirdly, the pooling layer is used for sub-sampling the obtained feature maps; this 

layer is also known as the sub-sampling layer [49]. Max pooling (or maximum 

pooling) is used in pooling operation, which calculates the maximum value for 

each patch of the feature map. 

Finally, the feature selection process is used to remove the less important or 

irrelevant features to achieve better accuracy and reduce the computational cost. 

This operation is done by calculating some statistical features from the input 

features map (i.e., Pool_Img ()) and selecting these statistical features to be used 

as texture features for the classification stage. The statistical features are: (i) Mean 

(μ), (ii) Variance (σ2), (iii) Standard Deviation (Std), (iv) Energy, (v) Skewness, 

(vi) Kurtosis, (vii) Entropy, (viii) Contrast, (ix) Dissimilarity, and (x) 

Homogenous. All these statistical features are determined using the following 

equations [50, 51]: 
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where W and H represent the width and height of the pooling image, respectively, 

i and j  are the coordinates of the pooling image, respectively, and p(,) are pixels 

values in the image (pooling()). 

The Convolutions, Non-linearity activation function, and Pooling are repeated 

more one time to get acceptable results. 
 

4.4 Classification Stage 

In this stage, the extracted features vector is fed as inputs to the fully connected 

feedforward neural network [52, 53], which uses as a classification layer to 

predict the best labels to describe the image. But before that due to the extracted 

features vector is on different scales, so to minimize the effect of large values of 

the features vector, it is important to apply features normalization on the features 

vector before feeding it to the classification stage for training and testing. In the 

proposed system, the max-min normalization is applied to convert all values of 

the features vector (i.e., SFV ()) into a specific range (0, 1) using the following 

equation [54]: 

        
       

         
                                                                          

where       is the obtained normalized feature component,    is the input feature 

component,      represents the minimum value in the features vector, while 

     represents the maximum value in the features vector. 

The classification stage consists of two steps: (i) the training step in which the 

system is trained using a training dataset for neural network enrolment, and (ii) 

the testing step to check the performance of the system using a test dataset and 

using the set of weights generated in the training step. 

Datasets 
 

5. Datasets 

The proposed system was tested using Tongue and Ear Images Datasets (TEID). 

TEID is consists of three sub-datasets: (i) First Dataset (Ds1), (ii) Second Dataset 

(Ds2), (iii) Third Dataset (Ds3). 

Ds1 consists of a Collection of Tongue and Ear Images (CTEI). It was collected 

by taking both the snaps of tongue and ear from students and staff of the vision 

and health management departments at Al-Mansour Technical Medical Institute. 
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The dataset was acquired ear and tongue images from 30 different subjects, all of 

them ageing is range from 19 to 43 years old. All the images were taken using 

three models of Nikon camera (i.e., Nikon D3200 and Nikon D5100)), under 

different lighting conditions with the subject placed at a distance of about 0.5 

meters from the camera, and we used a 55mm focal length for the ear and tongue 

images. The resolution of images from camera1 and camera2 are (690×1012) and 

(572×838) pixels, respectively, in JPEG format. While, Ds2 consists of two 

datasets (AMI Ear Database and Tongue Dataset1). The AMI Ear Database is 

publicly available, and it was downloaded from the standard reference database 

[55] were taken 27 ear images, each image has size (522×732) pixels in JPEG 

format. The Tongue Dataset1(TD1) was taken from an online site that is publicly 

available [56] which is consisted of 27 tongue images, each image has size (406× 

345) pixels in JPEG format.  

In addition, Ds3 has consisted of two datasets (Tongue Dataset 2 and Ear Image 

Dataset). Tongue Dataset 2 (TD2) was taken from a master student [57], which is 

consisted of 30 tongue images; each image has size of (712× 720) pixels in JPEG 

format. The with a size of  Ear Image Dataset (EID) was taken from a master 

student [58], which is consisted of 30 ear images, each image has size (273×328) 

pixels in JPEG format.  

Each image was rotated six times (with rotation steps of 5 degrees) in both 

clockwise and anticlockwise directions. A total of 12 images variants have been 

produced from each tongue and ear image. Thus, a dataset consisting of 2088 

images (i.e., 1044 for tongue and 1044 for ear images) is established. Figure8 

shows some of the ear and tongue samples of the considered datasets. 

  

   

C1S1 C1S5 C1S12 

   

C10S2 C10S6 C10S11 
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C25S2 C25S6 C25S12 

   

C47S1 C47S6 C47S11 

Figure 8: Samples of taken ear/tongue images as materials for system 

performance tests. The images belong to 3 different datasets. 

 

6. Results and Discussion 

There are many parameters in the CNN algorithm that play a vital role in 

recognition rate; they are (i) The type and size of filters in convolution operation, 

(ii) The selected type of pooling operation, (iii) The size of sliding in the pooling 

operation, and (iv) The number of repetitions of CNN operations. The best-

attained recognition result is met when the type of filter is Law's Edge filter (EE). 

The test results listed in Table 2 show the effect of choosing the type of law's filter 

in convolution operation on the recognition rate on three different datasets. Figure 

9 shows a confusion matrix in the proposed system. 
 

 Actual Values 

Predicted Values 
1041 2 

1 0 

Figure 9: Confusion matrix of the proposed system 

 

In addition to this, the filter size in the convolution operation, the type pooling and 

the size of sliding in the pooling operation show effects on the recognition rate, 

and the test results show that the best result is obtained when the filter size is 

taken 3×3 with max-pooling and sliding size 2×2. Table 3 shows the effects of 

some parameters of CNN operations on the recognition rate. 
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Table 2: The effect of choosing different Law's filter types on the 

recognition rate 

Dataset 

Type 
Filter Type Recognition Rate (%) 

Ds1 

LL 87.5 

SS 84.72 

EE 99.72 

Ds2 

LL 96.29 

SS 94.44 

EE 100 

Ds3 

LL 95.55 

SS 95.27 

EE 99.44  

 

Table 3: The effectiveness of different parameters in CNN operations on 

the accuracy rate of the identification system. 

Convolutional 

Kernel Size Pooling Type 
Sliding 

Size 

Recognition 

Rate (%) 

3×3 Max pooling 2×2 99.72 

3×3 Max pooling 4×4 91.38 

3×3 Average pooling 2×2 93.33 

3×3 Average pooling 4×4 87.50 

5×5 Max pooling 2×2 85.27 

5×5 Max pooling 4×4 84.44 

5×5 Average pooling 2×2 88.05 

5×5 Average pooling 4×4 85.50 

 

We can notice from the experimental result that the best recognition rate is 

attained when the number of repetitions of CNN operations (no_itr) is 2 for DS1 

and DS2, whilst no itr=1 for DS3; as shown in Table 4. So, the obtained average 

recognition rate from the proposed system is 99.72%. 

The outcomes of the conducted experiments indicated the need for the feature 

normalization process before the classification stage to keep features contrast in 

one level for getting a higher accuracy rate of an individual's identification. Also, 
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clipping ear/ tongue images in the pre-processing stage is helpful to decrease the 

time consumption of the subsequence stages (i.e., feature extraction and 

classification stage). This method is robust to image rotation and variation in size. 

The proposed method extracts a small number of discriminative features so that 

the method is algorithmically simple and requires low computational complexity. 

The achieved results of recognition accuracy by the methods recently published in 

the literature have been compared to the obtained results by our proposed system, 

as listed in Table 5. 
 

Table 4: The effect of the number of repetitions of CNN operations on the 

recognition rate. 

Dataset 

Type 

Filter 

Type 

Repetition 

No. 
Recognition Rate (%) 

Ds1 EE 

1 94.16 

2 99.72 

3 97.50 

Ds2 EE 

1 96.60 

2 100 

3 99.07 

Ds3 EE 

1 99.44 

2 97.77 

3 98.33 

 

Table 5: Comparison of the recognition rate of our proposed system with 

some other previously proposed methods 

Reference 
Biometrics 

Type 
Biometric Traits 

Recognition Rate 

(%) 

[33] Multimodal Face and Ear 92.24 

[34] Unimodal Ear 98 

[35] Multimodal Speech, Signature, 

and Tongue 

88.75 

[37] Multimodal Face, Ear, and Palm 97.4 

[38] Multimodal Fingerprint and Ear 95.6 

The Proposed 

System 

Multimodal Ear and Tongue 99.72 

 

 

 

7. Conclusions  

Biometrics is the most relevant means of authenticating and identifying persons in 

a fast and reliable way via unique biological characteristics. Biometric traits are 
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unique to every person and remain unchanged throughout an individual's lifetime. 

These features made biometrics a promising solution to society. In this paper, a 

robust multimodal biometric system by using a fusion of two biometric traits (ear 

and tongue) at the image fusion level. The proposed system is algorithmically 

simple, less complex, and robust against rotation and variance in size.  CNN is 

applied to get invariant features against any rotation to address the effect of 

rotation. The outcomes of the conducted tests on three various datasets indicate 

that the average recognition rate obtained with the proposed system is 99.72% for 

all datasets.  
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عةةةالا ا لةةةا علةة  ا مةةةااد لعتمةةةد علةةة  المت يةةةاا  ال ةةةلو ية ا  تأنظمةةةة الميةةةاحيو الليوحةةةة ل :المستتتخل 

أسةلو  . التلية   التعاحةل لليوحةة: سةلوبي أأنظمة الميةاحيو الليوحةة ب لعمل. الف يولوجية المالبطة با مااد

ةالتلي ، حتم ميه رمة  ا  ببةوا اليوحةة امةا أسةلو  التعاحةل  حةتم ميةه  اةل صوحةة المة   ال يةا م   .  الاع 

ل  ةةت دا اظنظمةةة متعةةددا الميةةاحيو الليوحةةة لتلدحةةد صوحةةة الفةةاد مةة  خةةيا جمةةا المعلومةةا  التةةا لوماصةةا 

لعةةد أنظمةةة متعةةدد .    الليوحةةة ا  العينةةا  ا  الو ةةدا  ا  ال واراميةةا  ا  ال ةةواص  الميةة ا المتل  ةةا

تعةةالا علةة  صوحةةة اظغةة اص ل ةةا  ل حةتم اسةةت داميا ل. الميةاحيو الليوحةةة مواةةوعاي بلميةةاي مميةةااي ليصتمةةاا

د علةة  منةةا مةة  المتوبةةا ات اسةةت داا صةةة  اظنظمةةة ل ةةاع. لل ةةي   احةةادا م ةةتوو امةة    ماحةةة المعلومةةا 

مةا لطبييةا   للإخطةا ا نتلاا  ل ييل عملية المااببة الم تماا  ةلك لل ي  الت طية ال كانية   لوميا  ل 

 لية  اظسبا  لم ليدحم صة  الدراسة  بتااح نظاا لعاحل صوحة الفةاد با عتمةاد علة  نمة  . المياحيو الليوحة

 سةةت يص  اسةةت اام الميةة ا   ال ةةواص ( ا.ع.ش) ل ةةت دا المةةبكة العصةةبية ا لتفاميةةة. ا ذت  الل ةةات

ال طوع   صو غيا   ةا    ااا اصةا النظاا حعد بوي  معاا ما الضواا  . اظساسية م  الصور المدخلة

المعالجةة اظ ليةة، الةةدم ، ) الطاحيةة الميتا ةة لتكةوت مة  اربةا ماا ةل رهي ةية صةا . لت يةاا  مةا الةد رات

لةم اختبةار الطاحيةة الميتا ةة علة  جةيي مجةاميا م تلفةة مة  (. ة التصنيلما ل. است اام المي ا   أخياا

 .لجميا البيانا  ما المجموعا  الميجة ٪٧٧.٩٩البيانا  الليييية   ييت معدا دبة ح ا ي 
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